The newly restored summit of Peters Hill seen from Contler Path.
As we enter the new millennium, the Arnold Arboretum can celebrate a very significant accomplishment. For the first time since 1927, it has successfully concluded a broad-based fundraising campaign among its friends. In the process, it has established the Arboretum’s first development department, dedicated to increasing the resources available to support its mission of research and education.

Like the other schools and affiliated institutions of Harvard, the Arboretum must survive within its own means. This philosophy of fiscal self-sufficiency is known around the University as “every tub on its own bottom.” Our programs must operate within, and are therefore constrained by, our sources of income; these sources are largely past and present philanthropy as well as support for research, most of which comes from federal agency grants. Although we entered this past decade with a healthy endowment, created by a few generous bequests earlier this century, we must conduct successful fundraising campaigns periodically to preserve that endowment and to fund capital improvements to our facilities and landscapes.

Our goal for the campaign was $8,250,000. When it ended in December 1999, we had raised over $8,350,000 in outright gifts and pledges. The three largest gifts, each of $1,000,000, will create restricted endowments to support research and education programs. The success of our campaign also demonstrated our ability to raise funds in cooperation with other departments at Harvard as part of the larger University campaign. Equally important, we acquired many new friends who will continue to support our mission well into the next century.

In order to provide a clear picture of collections and finances, the director’s report before you cites statistics for the past two fiscal years (July 1, 1997, to June 30, 1999). The description of our activities that accompanies these numbers will show that our financial success over the past decade is supporting increased attention to our Jamaica Plain collections and landscape, consistent with their place of priority in our mission. Over the next five years, we will invest approximately $5,000,000 to develop new collections, restore landscapes, and improve our grounds. All of these projects will enhance the value of the Arboretum to our community while fulfilling our dual mission of research and education on woody plants.
LIVING COLLECTIONS

Between July 1, 1997, and June 30, 1999, 266 accessions totaling 1,196 woody plants were added to the permanent collections; of these, 31 were taxa new to the Arboretum. At the end of June, the collections included 15,186 plants belonging to 4,463 taxa: 1,935 species, 534 infraspecific taxa, 1,709 cultivars, and 285 hybrids. Not included in the above accounting are 2,037 mature hemlock trees growing on Hemlock Hill that were added to our database as of June 30 to permit separate tracking of the hemlock woolly adelgid and its anticipated devastation of our hemlock forest. Despite the large number of accessions, the number of woody plants in the permanent collection declined by 448 individuals, reflecting the loss of more than 1,644 plants in two years. Approximately one-fifth of these can be attributed to the April Fool’s Day storm of 1997; the remaining losses were due to old age, disease, and two major droughts.

For the past eight years, Peter Del Tredici has been director of living collections. His tenure in this position has been characterized by several significant trends. The department is working to integrate the sciences of botany and horticulture into a more unified whole that can better support our commitment to the highest standards of curation for research collections. This effort involved a large investment in software development for managing the collections electronically; a reduction in the quantity of annual accessions in favor of improved curation and cultivation; and a more ecologically sound approach to soil management, plant care, and pest control. Our commitment to quality is also reflected in higher standards for staff recruitment and increased educational opportunities for staff members. All these efforts must be carried out while maintaining complex working relationships with the City of Boston and the Harvard University Herbaria. The result is improved service for all our constituents: the public that experiences the landscapes directly; the commercial nurseries that propagate and disseminate horticultural material derived from our collections; and the researchers who use the collections to investigate scientific questions and train students.

In 1999 Peter received the Arthur Hoyt Scott Medal presented by the Scott Arboretum of Swarthmore College for “outstanding national contributions to the science and art of gardening.” In the same year he was awarded a Bullard Fellowship for a half-year sabbatical of study at the Harvard Forest, where he completed research and writing on the biology of trees.
People

In September of 1997, Julie Coop was promoted to superintendent of grounds following the resignation of Patrick Willoughby, who moved across town to become landscape manager at Wellesley College. Julie in turn hired Tom Akin from Weston Nurseries to replace her as assistant superintendent. Tom will help supervise the grounds crew and will also manage the horticultural intern program.

Laura Tenny Brogna, a recent graduate of Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, first came to know the Arboretum as an intern in 1995. Now, after a year here as a Putnam Fellow, she has been appointed landscape project manager, a new position created to provide additional management for several projects the Arboretum will undertake in the coming years (see below).

In February 1998, Stephen Spongberg retired from his position as horticultural taxonomist of the Arnold Arboretum after twenty-seven years of research, writing, and collection management. After a year-long search, the Arboretum appointed Jianhua Li to replace him. Jianhua grew up in China, where he received a traditional botanical education emphasizing anatomy, morphology, embryology, and physiology. He came to this country in 1993 and in 1997 received his Ph.D. in molecular plant systematics from the University of New Hampshire. Jianhua is an expert in Hamamelidaceae (witch hazel family) and Caprifoliaceae (honeysuckle family). Jianhua will use our collections for his research and publications, and he will also facilitate continuing collaborations with Chinese scientists and botanical institutions.

Threats

As noted earlier, the living collections experienced a number of assaults in the last two years that have taken their toll. The spring ice storm on April Fool’s Day of 1997 destroyed a large number of mature specimens;
the severe droughts in the summers of 1997 and 1999 will continue to adversely affect the collections for several years. Our elm collection, for example, has long been suffering from Dutch elm disease, and drought-induced stress greatly exacerbates the problems caused by disease.

The newest threat to our landscape is an onslaught of hemlock woolly adelgids, leaf-sucking insects that attack hemlock trees. This invasive species, originating in Asia, was first seen in the Arboretum on hemlock crowns brought down by the April storm. While individual trees can be protected by spraying with horticultural oil or by systemic insecticides, these methods cannot protect entire tracts of land such as the 22-acre forest on Hemlock Hill. Experiments with biological controls—chiefly with other Asian insects that feed on the woolly adelgid—are underway in a few areas of New England but the results are not conclusive. Meanwhile, thousands of acres of hemlock forest in Connecticut and eastern New York have been totally devastated. Over the coming decade, the Arboretum will attempt to save about 200 specimen trees through twice-annual spraying and soil injections. Still, it is entirely possible that the landscape of our ancient hemlock forest will be completely transformed by this insect in the years to come.

These environmental and biological depredations remind me of Charles Sprague Sargent’s original mission for these collections: to grow all the woody plants hardy in the area of Boston. Ultimately, our great landscape of trees is a collection of survivors.

Projects

The last director’s report in 1997 described the restoration of the summit of Peters Hill. In the spring of 1998 we finished that project by planting large numbers of trees and understory shrubs. Since then, planning for three new landscape and collections projects has been underway.

In collaboration with the Boston Parks and Recreation Department and under the design supervision of landscape architect Carol Johnson,
the Arboretum will construct new gates at the Bussey Street entrance to the grounds. The project will also involve restoring stone walls at the edge of the Arboretum and, by removing unneeded roadway surface, creating several acres of grounds newly available for collections.

The Stony Brook Marsh project is also a collaboration with Boston Parks and Recreation and a group of interested friends called the Arboretum Park Conservancy. The plans for this project, which are still being completed by consulting landscape architect Nina Brown, call for a pedestrian-scale pathway between the Forest Hills subway station and the South Street entrance to the grounds. The curvilinear passage will run through a fifteen-acre wetland, marking the intersection of Bussey Brook as it connects underground with Stony Brook. The construction will include two new sets of fabricated metal gates, stone piers, and related stone walls. Over the next decade, the Arboretum will further improve the management of vegetation on this newest addition to our landscape.

The last landscape project—perhaps the most significant of the next century—is a new shrub and vine collection to be developed on four acres of under-utilized land northeast of the Dana Greenhouse. For nearly twenty years the Arboretum has lacked a place to display the sun-loving shrubs and trellised vines that hold such great horticultural interest for the public. We began planning this collection in 1997 with Douglas Reed Landscape Architects in association with Gary Hilderbrand, professor at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, and Maryann Thompson, architect.

Located on land adjacent to the Olmsted-designed park, this garden space will feature a series of terraces carved out of a sloping hillside below the existing bonsai pavilion. The passageway into the garden will be defined by a five-hundred-foot-long stone retaining wall that supports vine-covered trellises. This long wall will lead to an arbored pavilion, an open-air structure that will also display vines and provide a place of shade looking out over the terraced beds and a central lawn, a swath of sloping greensward that bisects the terraces and leads visitors back into the Arboretum.

This garden will permit the Arboretum to display taxa that are difficult to site elsewhere on the grounds. There will be space for approximately 300 to 400 types of sun-loving shrubs and 75 to 100 kinds of climbing vines. Consistent with our overall collections policy, about half the space will be devoted to specimens grown from seed collected
in the wild. The remaining collections will feature temporary cultivar displays that are replaced every five to ten years by other selections. The horticultural diversity of the Shrub and Vine Garden will create opportunities for new educational programs of great interest to landscapers and dedicated amateur plantspeople. It will be a very special destination for the visiting public.

Following is a list of some of the shrub and vine genera that are being considered for the Garden:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shrub genera</th>
<th>Hamamelis</th>
<th>Pyracantha</th>
<th>Clematis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buddleia</td>
<td>Hibiscus</td>
<td>Ribes</td>
<td>Hedera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buxus</td>
<td>Hydrangea</td>
<td>Viburnum</td>
<td>Hydrangea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cissus</td>
<td>Hypericum</td>
<td>Vitex</td>
<td>Lonicera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotoneaster</td>
<td>Ilx</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lonicera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daphne</td>
<td>Indigofera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diervilla</td>
<td>Lespediza</td>
<td>Actinidia</td>
<td>Menispermum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutzia</td>
<td>Lindera</td>
<td>Ampelopsis</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euonymus</td>
<td>Lonicera</td>
<td>Bignonia</td>
<td>Schizophragma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campsis</td>
<td>Tripterygium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDUCATION**

The twin anchors of our educational programs are the adult classes and the Field Study Experiences for children. The former provide continuing instruction in botany, horticulture, and design history. During the past two years, participation in these evening and weekend classes has remained steady, with about 1,850 participants in 114 different courses each year.

In 1998 the field excursions offered to elementary schoolchildren were completely reviewed and revised to sharpen their goals and to ensure that the approach used was consistent with current ideas about science education. These programs continue to serve about 130 classes
annually (2,800 students), with approximately half coming from public schools in Boston and Chelsea.

During the past five years, the Arboretum has explored new ways of working with schools. Supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Community Science Connection project developed a model program that would use the Arboretum’s resources (both personnel and grounds) to improve the science education practices in local elementary schools. Under the direction of Candace Julyan, this project increased teachers’ understanding of and interest in science and incorporated extended scientific study into classroom practice. The focus of these efforts is concentrated on an understanding of trees, first for the teachers and then for their students.

Consistent with the intent of NSF grants, the project focused on several questions about teaching science in elementary schools: How can institutions such as the Arboretum help teachers increase their personal knowledge and appreciation of science? Is it feasible for teachers to incorporate a yearlong, observation-based study of trees into their science curriculum? What role might an interactive website environment play in supporting such a classroom and schoolyard-based study? Can we develop a model for a new approach to working with schools that will be valuable for other botanical institutions?

As we came to the end of the project in 1999, some initial answers to these questions began to emerge. Botanical institutions can best facilitate science education by encouraging teachers and their students to repeatedly observe and collect data about seasonal change in natural phenomena such as spring flowering, summer fruit development, and autumn loss of leaves. This implies that annual visits to a nature setting are not very effective for understanding phenomena scientifically. Rather, looking closely at trees in an outdoor setting throughout the seasons offers a rich and rewarding scientific study. In addition, we believe that computer technology can best support learning in both the classroom and outdoor environments by allowing teachers, students, and botanical institutions to share data and to communicate interactively. These repeated interactions with nature and each other will build a child’s (and a teacher’s) capacity for understanding science. And, finally, we were gratified that several other institutions (Descanso Gardens in California, Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, and the Massachusetts Audubon Society) elected to incorporate our model into their 1998–1999 programming and future planning.
The Field Studies Experience program brings schoolchildren close to trees.

The Arboretum will continue to investigate the role of nature study in science education through a planning grant awarded in the fall of 1999 by NSF. With this new grant, we will begin to define how the creation of a schoolyard arboretum—a collection of trees specially selected for observation and measurement over time—can serve to facilitate the study of nature and to advance the understanding of science.

The teaching of Harvard University courses by staff further strengthens the Arboretum’s relationship to the University. Phyllis Andersen and Karen Madsen have been long-time instructors in the Radcliffe Seminars Program in Landscape Design, teaching courses in landscape history. For the past six years, Peter Del Tredici has taught plant biology and horticulture to landscape architecture students in Harvard’s Graduate School of Design. Candace Julyan’s teaching at the Graduate School of Education for the past four years has included courses on the integration of computer technology into classroom practice and on distance learning using computer networks and the Worldwide Web. This year she is teaching a new course on the relationships among nature study, science education, and environmental education. We also anticipate that a growing number of graduate students in education will be working with programs at the Arboretum.

INSTITUTE FOR CULTURAL LANDSCAPE STUDIES

Nineteen ninety-seven also saw the conclusion of a six-year collaboration with the Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation of the National Park Service. Originally expected to mature into a full partnership between the Arboretum and the Park Service, the collaboration ended because issues of financing, governance, and institutional culture created insurmountable barriers to partnership. As a consequence, the
Arboretum decided in November 1997 to launch its own enterprise, the Institute for Cultural Landscape Studies, under the direction of landscape historian Phyllis Andersen.

The new Institute has a much broader mission than that of the National Park Service collaboration, which focused solely on historic landscapes. It will integrate three disciplines that have traditionally been considered separate: historic preservation, land-use planning, and species conservation. The anticipated audience includes staff members of nonprofit, land-management organizations such as land trusts and government agencies, as well as the many citizens who voluntarily serve on the boards of these organizations or on local government commissions. The Institute will develop and disseminate information that will increase the capacity of this audience to critically analyze land-use issues and to make informed decisions.

The medium for connecting with this audience is the Worldwide Web (www.icls.harvard.edu). Great effort has been devoted to designing a website that ensures easy navigation and efficient access to key information and related print and web resources, as well as to other practitioners. Initial publications on the site have included an analysis of the language of cultural landscapes; an evaluation of geographical information systems (GIS), the software that supports land management; a discussion of the value of public-private partnerships for land protection and management; and a critical essay on the preservation of working landscapes such as farmland and production forests. As the site grows, it will become a forum for additional analyses of land-management issues, case studies, contributed essays, and roundtable discussions with opportunities for audience participation. To guide the Institute’s evolution, we have engaged the Conservation Company, a strategic planning consultancy, to evaluate the program’s efforts to date in meeting the needs of our target audiences.

Over a century ago, in October 1887, Charles Sprague Sargent began publication of a new journal, Garden and Forest, dedicated to assembling in one place information on three distinct topics: horticulture, landscape art, and forestry. Issues of the magazine appeared weekly for the next ten years, and the essays it contained were immensely influential in shaping the traditional fields of botany and horticulture, and in promoting the new fields of historic preservation, parkland development, landscape architecture, and scientific
What are cultural landscapes?

Building a community of professionals, volunteers, scholars, and students to understand and manage landscapes with a significant history of human use.

www.icls.harvard.edu

interdisciplinary. The Institute for Cultural Landscape Studies has been created in a similar spirit, focusing on different fields and using a very different medium, but with the same commitment to quality and long-term influence.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH

"Inventory of Plant Resources of West Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo)" is the title of the collecting project funded by the National Science Foundation with $790,228 between September 1992 and February 1998. John Burley was the principal investigator of a project designed to survey plants in two national parks in Indonesia and to facilitate scientific collaboration and transfer of technology between the Arboretum and Indonesian scientific organizations.

During this time, Arboretum staff collected 5,670 vascular and nonvascular plant and fungus specimens, representing 2,148 taxa belonging to 198 families and 808 genera. At least eight new species were discovered.

The project also developed a database model and prototype database designed to facilitate worldwide access to information about these collections over the Internet. The model and prototype were
formally adopted by the Herbarium Bogoriense as the foundation for the Biodiversity Collections Project funded by the World Bank (see below).

Finally, for use over the Internet by scientists around the world, the project developed two interactive keys, one to the tree and shrub genera of Borneo, another to the figs of Gunong Palung National Park in Borneo.

Late in the summer of 1998, Harvard University, acting on the advice of the Arnold Arboretum, terminated a contract with the Government of Indonesia under the terms covering “force majeure,” bringing to a premature end our advisory role in the Biodiversity Collections Project, funded and managed by the World Bank. The immediate impetus for this action was the rapid economic decline and political turmoil that engulfed Indonesia in the spring of that year, leading to killings and street riots that threatened the safety of Arboretum staff and other expatriate advisors in the country. However, this turmoil, the subsequent outcry over pervasive government corruption, and the fall of the Suharto regime were indicative of problems that had plagued the project from its inception in 1994.

The original intent of the Biodiversity Collections Project was to build on the successful, five-year, NSF-funded collecting program described earlier. The project was expected to create a national electronic database for Indonesia to facilitate access to this information about its biodiversity.

The specific goals of the Biodiversity Collections Project, established by John Burley, were: 1) to design and procure new storage and curatorial systems for the zoological and botanical collections of Indonesia; 2) to develop and publish guidelines for improved curatorial procedures; 3) to create a biodiversity information management system; 4) to train curatorial staff and research scientists; and 5) to initiate international collaborations for research and scientific exchange. A grant to the Government of Indonesia of $12,000,000 was allocated by the World Bank, through its Global Environment Fund, for a six-year program to restore deteriorating zoological and botanical collections critical to conservation of biodiversity and economic development. The Government of Indonesia, in turn, awarded a $2,400,000 contract to Harvard University to provide technical assistance through the Arnold Arboretum in collaboration with colleagues from England and Australia.
While the project achieved a number of its goals in its first three years (1994–1997), prior to the instabilities in Indonesia, there were growing indications that systemic problems would combine with the volatile political circumstances and the economic difficulties of 1998 to unravel these accomplishments and undermine any hope of success. Ongoing deficiencies in local coordination and communications placed great pressure on the advisory role of Arboretum staff and collaborators. The lack of local technical skills, especially in the area of modern information management systems, constituted a serious obstacle to the creation of a biodiversity database system. Funds allocated to the project displayed a mysterious and chronic lack of availability. Reimbursements for technical advisory services were long delayed, creating a financial risk for the Arboretum that at one point approached $500,000. Finally, a midterm analysis of the project’s goals and the remaining funds forced the Arboretum to recommend a drastic reorganization of priorities to the Government of Indonesia and the World Bank. This recommendation was not accepted by project officials. With little hope of accomplishing even limited goals, with increasing financial and safety risks, and with deep regret, I made the decision to terminate the contract two years before completion.

There are many hard lessons to be learned from this experiment in technical assistance and international cooperation, not the least of which is that work in developing countries is by its nature unpredictable, and that associated risks—financial, political, and personal—are inevitable. The failure of the Biodiversity Collections Project, despite its ambitious and idealistic aspirations, represents a significant setback for the long-term goals of the Arboretum in Southeast Asia.

At the end of 1999, Peter Shaw Ashton, former director of the Arnold Arboretum, retired as the Charles Bullard Professor of Forestry in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Harvard University. He has assumed emeritus status as a University Research Professor and will continue to oversee a long-term collaboration with the Center for Tropical Forest Science of the Smithsonian Institution for research on the tropical forests of Asia. Begun in 1984, this work is now yielding deep insights into the dynamics and diversity of these rich evergreen forests and the silvicultural management required to sustain long-term timber production and related economic benefits in developing countries.
At the core of the program are six large research plots in pristine tropical forests that experience a range of soil conditions, topography, rainfall seasonality, and frequency of natural disturbance. Each plot is 50 hectares (124 acres) in size, with up to 400,000 trees greater than one centimeter in diameter and representing as many as 2,500 species. A complete demographic census every five years collects data on the recruitment of new individuals and species in each plot, the death of individuals previously counted, and the growth rate of individual trees. Recently, studies have been initiated on the seasonality of flower and fruit production and the biology of seedlings on the forest floor. In total, two and a half million plants are being individually mapped and monitored over time.

This huge demographic database is the basis for detailed computer models that can simulate the changing structure and composition of each forest for periods as long as 300 years. The models have revealed the critical role played by seasonal patterns of rainfall in supporting the rich species composition of these forests, as well as the secondary roles played by soil fertility, biogeographic history, and severe natural disturbance such as fire or drought. In turn, these findings inform management policies for silvicultural protocols and for selecting indigenous species for plantations. Combined with analysis of the market value of forest products, this research has led to a preliminary conclusion: the sustainable harvesting of evergreen tropical forests cannot be economically viable without crediting the value of the forests' "ecosystem services," such as carbon sequestration, water and soil conservation, and the preservation of biodiversity. Because these "services" ordinarily escape economic valuation and are not paid for, they are normally not accounted for and will inevitably decline under traditional forestry practices.

The remarkable value of this longterm research, in an area of the world that is central to the mission of the Arnold Arboretum, fulfills the original vision of the Arnold trustees who gave funds to Harvard University for our first endowment. By linking the country's finest academic institution to a new organization dedicated to research and education about trees, those trustees ensured a commitment to the highest quality of work and made an investment in the scientific study of critical environmental issues.
Frances Maguire was named the Arnold Arboretum’s 1998 Harvard Hero in recognition of her exceptional contributions as director of administration.

ADMINISTRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

From the perspective of almost everyone involved with the Arnold Arboretum, the basic administrative systems remain virtually invisible. Some of these systems are internal: supervisory relationships, facility and supply management, and the weekly meeting of the executive committee, which includes me and the five staff members who report to me directly. Other systems involve the University to a greater or lesser degree. Most of these are financial in nature: the management of federal grants; gift processing and investment of endowment; budget monitoring and capital project oversight. All these systems are the domain of Frances Maguire, our director of administration for the past twelve years.

In 1997, the University began replacing the basic financial systems in use for the previous half century. The new system, aptly called ADAPT, went online last summer; it functions entirely through elec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership/Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education/Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies/Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities/Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excesses (Losses)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted Excess (Loss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Excess (Loss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Excess (Loss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Excess (Loss)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Fund Balances</th>
<th>FY 1997</th>
<th>FY 1998</th>
<th>FY 1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,067,825</td>
<td>1,490,555</td>
<td>2,026,791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electronic transactions over the Internet. Like new, tight-fitting shoes, ADAPT has created numerous sore blisters and aching bones, particularly for those members of our financial staff who believe their job is to facilitate the work of everyone else. Recently Frances was recognized by the Arboretum and the University for her outstanding patience and persistence in adapting our local circumstances to the unforgiving structure of Harvard’s new financial systems.

The good news being delivered by these systems is revealed in the Summary of Operations. Over the last five years, endowment income has increased by 35 percent, while gift income has increased by more than 300 percent over the same period. At the same time, staff-related expenses (the largest expenditure in the budget) have increased by only 8 percent, reflecting a decline in the number of staff. As a result, the Arboretum is experiencing healthy operational surpluses each year, most of which are reinvested in the endowment. Over the past five years, we have increased it by $3,700,000.

A second conspicuous trend is the decline in grant support, which is mirrored in the decrease in grant-servicing expenditures. This decline resulted from the dissolution of our activity in Indonesia, although the close of our children’s education grant from NSF also contributed to this trend. Continuing federal grant support is critical to the national and international reputation of the Arboretum. Rebuilding this source of support will require us to design new programs, preferably in close collaboration with the Harvard University Herbaria.

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ARBORETUM

In 1988, after several years of financial difficulty, the Arboretum was removed from the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and repositioned under the Vice President for Administration (VPA) of the University. The significance of our successful role in the Harvard University Campaign can best be appreciated in light of this change in administrative structure.

Before 1988, fundraising for the Arboretum was the province of the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and his staff, and the Arboretum’s needs were not a priority for development. Following the administrative shift to VPA in 1988, the Arboretum found itself in a department with no history of raising money from individual donors. For the Arboretum at the start of the University Campaign in 1992, this
meant no development staff; no body of research on prospects; no feasibility study of campaign goals; no organized volunteer leadership; and no record of major gift solicitation. At the same time, we were handicapped by a recent, somewhat unhappy reorganization of staff; a three-million-dollar mortgage for the renovation of the Hunnewell Building; and a constituency distinctly distrustful of the University’s intentions. On the positive side, the Arboretum had a pool of 2,500 loyal members and a number of active, long-term supporters who remained faithful to the vision of Charles Sprague Sargent.

To her great credit, Sally Zeckhauser, Vice President for Administration, gave full support to the fundraising aspirations of the Arboretum, allowing us to establish a goal of $8,250,000 and to build a development program. Lisa Hastings, now at Boston College, ably led an effort that included staffing a five-person department; building research files on prospects; developing volunteer leadership through the Director’s Advisory Board and the Arboretum Council; creating programs funded with external grants; engaging staff in campaign activities; conducting modest media outreach; and, finally, asking for money. Our loyal friends responded.

While the majority of the gifts we received were for the unrestricted endowment, four large restricted gifts will, directly and indirectly, support our research and education mission. The family of George Putnam created a permanent endowment for Katharine H. Putnam Fellowships to allow young and mid-career professionals to use the living collections of the Arboretum for horticultural and botanical research while in residence. A second endowment, created by living descendants of Horatio Hollis Hunnewell, the first patron of the Arboretum, will fund the Isabella Welles Hunnewell Internship Program to bring undergraduate students of horticulture to the Arboretum each summer for three months of work and study on the grounds.

The Nature Study Fund for City Children was established by Nod and Henry Meyer to support the Field Study Experiences program that conducts learning excursions to the Arboretum for students from Boston and Chelsea schools during the school year. Finally, an anonymous bequest will one day endow the horticultural library and archives in Jamaica Plain to support the research interests of students and visitors throughout the Boston region.
The Arboretum is exceedingly fortunate to have these friends and the many others who made our success in the campaign achievable. Of greater importance is the demonstration that this institution, residing independently under the umbrella of Harvard University, can continue to sustain its unique mission to realize in modern and creative ways a very traditional vision of research and public education about trees.

March 16, 2000
On Peters Hill, an unusually diminutive sycamore maple, *Acer pseudoplatanus* 'Prinz Handjery', can be compared to a *Quercus saulii* of a stature more usual for this maple. The new foliage of this fifty-year-old tree emerges pink, turns bright green.
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Front cover: A scale model of the planned shrub and vine collection. The Dana Greenhouses can be seen at the top. Dave Desroches Photography.

Inside front cover: Fagus sylvatica ‘Tortuosa’ located near the South Street gate. Photograph by Peter Del Tredici.

Inside back cover: Zelkova serrata below the greenhouse gate. Photograph by Peter Del Tredici.

Back cover: The linden (Tilia) collection, on Meadow Road. Photograph by Robert E. Cook.